
Betchain: Revolutionizing Gaming and Betting on the L2
EVM-Compatible Blockchain

Betchain is a cutting-edge gaming and betting platform built on a Layer 2 (L2) EVM-compatible
blockchain. It aims to provide users with a comprehensive ecosystem where they can engage in
exciting games, place bets, and even deploy their own games using pre-made gaming and
blockchain smart contracts. This whitepaper outlines the architecture, features, benefits, and
mechanics of the Betchain platform, detailing how it redefines the landscape of gaming and
betting on the blockchain.

Introduction

In recent years, blockchain technology has transformed industries by providing decentralized
and secure solutions. Betchain leverages this technology to create an innovative platform that
seamlessly combines gaming, betting, and smart contracts. By building on an L2
EVM-compatible blockchain, Betchain ensures scalability, security, and interoperability, making it
an ideal ecosystem for both developers and users.

Core Features

Betchain Games: The platform offers a diverse range of interactive and engaging games that
cater to various preferences, from classic casino games to modern multiplayer experiences.
These games are designed to be provably fair, ensuring transparency and trust for the users.

Betting Opportunities: Betchain enables users to place bets on a multitude of events, such as
sports, esports, and more. The decentralized nature of the platform ensures that bets are
tamper-proof and winnings are automatically distributed through smart contracts.

Smart Contracts for Developers: Betchain's innovative approach allows developers to create
their own games using pre-made gaming and blockchain smart contracts. This feature
encourages innovation and growth within the ecosystem, contributing to the expansion of
available gaming options.

Architecture

Betchain Blockchain: Built as an L2 EVM-compatible blockchain, Betchain benefits from the
underlying blockchain's security, consensus mechanisms, and smart contract capabilities. This



architecture ensures that Betchain is highly interoperable with the broader Ethereum
ecosystem.

Smart Contracts: Betchain's smart contracts facilitate game logic, betting mechanics, and
reward distribution. These contracts are audited to guarantee fairness and security for all
participants.

Decentralized Oracles: Betchain integrates decentralized oracles to securely retrieve
real-world data for events such as sports outcomes, ensuring the accuracy of bet outcomes.

Scalability Solutions: To address the scalability challenges associated with blockchain
networks, Betchain incorporates layer 2 scaling solutions, allowing for a higher throughput of
transactions without compromising security.

Tokenomics:

Betchain Token (BET): The lifeblood of Betchain, BET token, fuels the platform's activities. It
enables frictionless transactions within the ecosystem and serves as an incentive for active
participation.
Token Allocation Breakdown:

● Total Supply: 618,618,618
● Transactional Tax: 5%
● Max Transaction Amount: 4%
● Liquidity Pool: 90% of total supply
● In-Game Rewards and Bonuses: 6%
● Marketing Initiatives: 4%

User Experience

User-Friendly Interface: Betchain's user interface is designed for intuitive navigation, making it
easy for both novice and experienced users to engage with games and betting activities
seamlessly.

Secure Wallet Integration: Users can securely manage their digital assets and interact with the
Betchain ecosystem using integrated blockchain wallets, ensuring the safety of their funds and
data.



Benefits

Transparency and Fairness: Betchain's implementation of blockchain technology ensures
transparency in game mechanics and provably fair outcomes, enhancing user trust.

Global Accessibility: Betchain is accessible to users worldwide, eliminating geographical
barriers and enabling a diverse community to participate in gaming and betting activities.

Empowering Developers: Betchain provides a platform for developers to showcase their
creativity by deploying their own games. This empowers the gaming community to contribute to
the ecosystem's growth.

Betchain Roadmap

Phase 1: Establishing Foundation and Technical Excellence

Project Initiation and Architecture Design
- Assembling a diverse team of blockchain developers, gaming experts, and security auditors.
- Initiating the architectural design of Betchain's L2 EVM-compatible blockchain.
- Commencing development of the core smart contracts for gaming and betting functionalities.

Prototype Development and Internal Testing
- Creating a functional prototype of the Betchain platform, encompassing basic betting and
gaming modules.
- Conducting thorough internal testing to ensure the platform's core features are robust and
functional.
- Engaging early community members for feedback and insights to inform refinements.

Alpha Testing and Security Measures
- Launching the alpha version of Betchain to a limited group of users for comprehensive testing.
- Collaborating with external security firms to conduct in-depth audits of smart contracts and
platform components.
- Establishing partnerships with established blockchain security auditors.

Scalability Solutions and Developer Onboarding
- Implementing Layer 2 scaling solutions to enhance the platform's transaction throughput.
- Launching the developer portal and providing comprehensive documentation and tools for
creating games and contracts.
- Expanding the development team to accommodate increased project complexity.

Phase 2: Mainnet Launch, Diversification, and User Base Expansion



Mainnet Deployment and Token Distribution
- Launching Betchain's mainnet blockchain with a secure and seamless transition.
- Executing the token sale, ensuring a fair distribution among participants.
- Ensuring the listing of BETX tokens on major exchanges for liquidity.

Gaming and Betting Integration
- Introducing a curated selection of engaging games and diverse betting options.
- Enhancing user experience through seamless integration of wallets and user-friendly
interfaces.
- Initiating strategic partnerships with gaming studios and sports organizations to diversify
offerings.

Developer Empowerment and Enhanced User Engagement
- Launching the Betchain Developer Program, offering incentives for innovative game
development.
- Expanding the game library through developer collaborations, ensuring high-quality and
diverse options.
- Launching a comprehensive user engagement and retention program to reward active
participants.

Global Outreach and Regulatory Compliance
- Expanding Betchain's reach by onboarding users from around the world, adhering to regional
regulations.
- Forming partnerships with regulatory authorities to ensure compliance and credibility.
- Organizing international promotional campaigns and events to introduce Betchain to a broader
audience.

Phase 3: Innovation, Expansion, and Sustainability

Advanced Features and Cross-Chain Compatibility
- Introducing advanced game mechanics such as tournaments, challenges, and interactive
storytelling.
- Exploring interoperability solutions to facilitate cross-chain asset transfers and user
engagement.

Decentralized Governance Implementation
- Launching a decentralized governance mechanism, enabling token holders to propose and
vote on platform upgrades.
- Ensuring a transparent decision-making process that aligns with the community's interests.



Enhanced User Experience and Mobile App Integration
- Revamping the user interface for improved navigation and aesthetics.
- Launching the Betchain mobile app to facilitate convenient gaming and betting on-the-go.

Major Platform Upgrade and Milestone Celebration
- Unveiling a comprehensive platform upgrade with groundbreaking features and enhanced
security measures.
- Hosting a grand event to celebrate milestones and gather the Betchain community for
networking and engagement.

Please note that this roadmap is an illustrative projection and subject to modifications based on
technological advancements, market dynamics, regulatory developments, and user feedback.
Betchain remains committed to its mission of revolutionizing the gaming and betting landscape
while prioritizing security, user experience, and innovation.

Future Developments

Betchain's roadmap includes continuous improvement of the platform's offerings, integration
with emerging technologies, partnerships with game developers, and expansion into new
markets.

Conclusion

Betchain's innovative fusion of gaming, betting, and blockchain technology presents a
transformative solution for users and developers. By leveraging the capabilities of an L2
EVM-compatible blockchain, Betchain establishes a secure, transparent, and accessible
ecosystem that redefines the gaming and betting landscape.

This whitepaper provides an overview of the Betchain platform, highlighting its architecture,
features, benefits, and vision. Betchain's commitment to enhancing user experiences, promoting
fairness, and driving innovation positions it as a pioneer in the convergence of blockchain and
gaming.

Disclaimer: This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute
investment advice or an offering of any kind. Users are advised to conduct their research before
engaging with any blockchain platform or token.


